afterwards to a comfortable home as long as I am care&l to#
allow my own wife to trample on me. I say you are an utterly
unreasonable woman; and I do not care a dump whether you
like it or not. As it happens I am now defending you; and—
clara. You are a great fat fool, Lnm; and I am perfectly
capable of defending myself.
immenso. The Roman conqueror had a slave to whisper to
him "Remember that thou art mortal." The frankness of the
British family relation provides me with a sister to remind me
that I am a great fat fool. Why is England still England? Because
there are so many people like Clara in it. She believes in her
ideas, in her culture, in her morals, and backs them against the
universe.
conrad. Does that give her any right to shove them down
other people's throats with a bayonet?
immenso. Yes: I should say it does. If the German shoves his
ideas down our throats with music, and the French with wit,
and the Italians with rhetorical paintings and romance, why
should not we, being more handy with the bayonet than with
any of these things, not carry on our propaganda with cold
steel? By doing so we stake our lives and all our possessions on
our ideas. Is not that more heroic than merely staking them on
the success of an opera, an epigram, or a picture? What are we
in India for, if not to lock up Stupendranath's uncle as a bigamist?
When we put down the burning of widows and sent the car of
Juggernaut to the jobmaster's scrap heap, we did India the only
sort of service that could justify our interference with her. When
we consented to tolerate Stupendranath's uncle we were hauling
down the flag, and surrendering to the oriental. I grant you we
have no right to govern India, because the Indians can govern
themselves at least as well as we govern ourselves, which is not
saying much. But we have a sacred right to persecute India.
We have no right in the East except the right of the Crusader.
The Catholic Englishman imposing British justice, British re-
ligion,, and British institutions on the Hindoo is God's apostle,
A Liberal Englishman undertaking to regulate oriental poly-
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